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Results of linear gyrokinetic simulations of ASDEX Upgrade [O. Gruber et al, Nucl. Fusion 39,
1321 (1999)] edge plasmas, with experimentally determined geometry and input parameters, are
presented. It is found that in the near-edge region, microtearing modes can exist under conditions
found in conventional tokamaks. As one enters the steep-gradient region, the growth rate spectrum
is dominated – down to very low wavenumbers – by electron temperature gradient (ETG) modes.
The latter tend to peak near the X-point(s) and possess properties which may explain the ratios of
the density and temperature gradient scale lengths that have been observed in various experiments
over the last decade.
I. INTRODUCTION
Over the last few years, linear and nonlinear gyroki-
netic simulations have emerged as a useful tool for ana-
lyzing and interpreting turbulent transport or fluctuation
measurements in tokamak core plasmas (see, e.g., Ref. [1]
and references therein). Meanwhile, simulations for the
plasma edge have primarily been done in simplified model
geometries and/or with simplified physics models. Thus,
it is the main goal of the present work to identify and
characterize the microinstabilities driving the turbulence
in tokamak edge plasmas by means of (local) gyrokinetic
simulations based on real magnetohydrodynamic equi-
libria for two ASDEX Upgrade [2] discharges. As it will
turn out, such a more realistic description allows for new
physical effects which shed some light, in particular, on
the question which modes are likely to be responsible
for the residual turbulent transport in the steep gradient
zone of an H-mode plasma. Moreover, our results imply
the necessity to reconsider the role of magnetic transport
close to the edge of a tokamak.
A very good summary of the work until the mid 1980’s
concerning the identification and description of the rel-
evant microinstabilites in tokamaks can be found in the
review by Liewer [3]. Therein, one finds, e.g., a discussion
of ion temperature gradient (ITG) modes, trapped elec-
tron modes (TEMs), trapped ion modes (TIMs), (elec-
trostatic or electromagnetic, collisionless or collisional)
electron drift waves, microtearing modes, and kinetic bal-
looning modes (KBMs). However, many of the early in-
vestigations referred to in this paper were based on very
simple model geometries (like a sheared slab) or on simple
physics models (like few-field fluid equations). Moreover,
although electron drift waves had been a main candidate
for driving the turbulence in edge plasmas since the pi-
oneering theoretical work by Hasegawa and Mima [4],
most of the other modes just mentioned were not associ-
ated specifically with the tokamak edge, in part due to a
significant lack of realism of the underlying models.
In the course of the 1990’s, the first nonlinear
(Braginskii-type) fluid simulations including toroidal ef-
fects became available. Systematic studies done by Drake
and co-workers [5–7] employing a circular cross section,
large aspect ratio model geometry [8] indicated that one
should expect, in particular, ITG modes, resistive bal-
loning modes, and electron drift waves to dominate L-
mode edge plasmas. A similar conclusion (emphasizing,
however, the role of nonlinear effects) was reached in-
dependently by Scott [9] who extended his studies to
gyrofluid models [10] and realistic geometry [11]. The
first gyrokinetic turbulence simulations for L-mode and
H-mode edge plasmas – but employing a simple model
geometry – were reported in 2004 [12]. Here, besides
toroidal electron drift waves, electron temperature gra-
dient (ETG) modes were observed to play an important
role in the H-mode case (when long-wavelength modes
are suppressed by equilibrium E×B shear). The present
work is intended to extend these previous studies to
(local) gyrokinetic simulations including, in particular,
trapped as well as passing particles, finite-beta effects,
collisions, sub-ion-gyroradius physics, and realistic mag-
netohydrodynamic equilibria for two ASDEX Upgrade
discharges.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Sec. II, we present some information on the experimental
cases chosen for our simulations. In addition, we make
some remarks about the employed simulation code and
the input parameters that were used. In Sec. III, we show
the results of our simulations. This section is divided into
four parts, one for general core and edge results each, and
one each for special phenomena found in these regions.
Finally, in Sec. IV, we summarize our key results and
present a brief outlook.
II. SOME BACKGROUND ON THE
EXPERIMENTS AND SIMULATIONS
A. Choice of experimental conditions
The main goal of the present work is to perform a linear
gyrokinetic analysis for ASDEX Upgrade edge plasmas
with the Gene [13, 14] code, and to compare the prop-
erties of the resulting microinstabilities with known ex-
perimental transport characteristics in both L-mode and
2H-mode. To this aim, we will examine two discharges,
namely the shots #20431 and #22838, which display the
following features:
• Discharge #20431 was a 1.0 MA, 2.4 T shot and
had, in the time slice analysed in this paper, 5.0
MW of NBI and 2.5 MW of ICRH (H minority)
heating. At this heating level and with a line aver-
aged density of 4.6·1019m−3, the input power was a
factor of seven above the H-mode threshold power
and the discharge had clear Type I ELMs with a
confinement enhancement factor of 1.1. Therefore,
this case is chosen as an example of a discharge that
is deep in the H-mode regime.
• Discharge #22838, on the other hand, was a 1.0
MA shot with a B-field ramp (about -2.9 T) to
achieve an L-H transition, while the heating – 1.5
MW of NBI – was chosen to be close to the L-H
threshold. We study the L-mode phase (around
t = 1.8s) as well as the H-mode phase (around t =
2.8s) to gain insight into the differences between the
microinstabilities in established L- and H-modes –
but relatively close to the L-H transition.
As the behavior of shot #22838 will turn out to be very
similar to that of shot #20431, we will not show and dis-
cuss the results for this discharge to the same level of de-
tail. Instead we will concentrate on pointing out certain
similarities and key differences. Unless stated otherwise,
our results refer to shot #20431.
It should also be noted that the MHD equilibrium we
used for shot #20431 has been reworked for better edge
accuracy, taking into account the large pressure gradients
there. Balancing these in the Grad-Shafranov equation
generates a peak in the edge current profile that rein-
forces the poloidal field and thus causes the kink in the q
profile (close to the separatrix) observed in Fig. 1. The
MHD equilibrium for the second discharge, #22838, lacks
this special treatment and thus also the kink in the q pro-
file. This results in considerably larger magnetic shear at
the edge. As we will see, however, this difference does not
lead to qualitative changes in the simulation results.
Moreover, we would like to mention that shot #22838
displays very interesting edge transport properties. In
particular, it was measured that:
• the ion heat transport is at the neoclassical level
both in H- and L-mode phases, such that there
should be no turbulence associated with significant
ion heat fluxes (like ITG modes);
• the electron heat transport is anomalous, exhibit-
ing similar transport levels in L- as in H-mode
phases;
• the particle diffusivity is anomalous, showing signif-
icant differences between L- and H-mode plasmas.
These features are somewhat unconventional regarding


















FIG. 1: Safety factor profile for shot #20431 at t = 1.82s.
to the possibility that long-wavelength microinstabilities
(and turbulence) are suppressed by equilibrium E × B
shear in both regimes. Under these circumstances, turbu-
lence at moderate to high wavenumber would determine
the anomalous transport in the particle and electron heat
channels. We will return to this important point after we
have presented the simulation results.
B. Gyrokinetic simulation details
All simulation results shown in the present paper have
been obtained by means of the gyrokinetic turbulence
code Gene [13, 14] in its linear mode of operation,
taking into account two particle species (electrons and
deuterium ions), passing and trapped particles, electro-
magnetic effects, collisions (including both pitch angle
and energy scattering between like and unlike particles),
sub-ion-gyroradius physics, and realistic MHD equilib-
ria. Thus, our model may be considered rather compre-
hensive within the limits of a local approach. Although
the Gene code can track subdominant instabilities when
used as an eigenvalue solver, here we only search for the
most unstable modes and thus operate the code as an ini-
tial value solver. Collisions are modeled in Gene using
the velocity space part of a linearized Landau-Boltzmann
operator, see [15, 16].
The simulations are carried out with 32×16 grid points
in (v‖,µ) velocity space, using – depending on the com-
plexity of the geometry under consideration – between
32 and 64 grid points in the parallel direction and typi-
cally 12 kx values (allowing for parallel connections across
the box boundary), probing only a single ky mode at a
time. Here, the perpendicular box size is determined by
the expressions Ly = 2pi/ky and Lx = 1/(sˆky) where sˆ
is the (global) magnetic shear of the flux surface under
consideration. The convergence of the results under these
conditions is checked by means of careful resolution tests.
Gene employs field-aligned coordinates, and the re-
quired metric coefficients are obtained from MHD equi-
libria via a field-line tracing procedure described in
Ref. [17]. Thus, there are no approximations or special
3assumptions being made in order to simplify or model the
geometric input data. Instead, we work with the full ge-
ometric information contained in the experimental MHD
files. This allows us, in particular, to perform very accu-
rate simulations in the neighborhood of the separatrix,
where the influence of the X-point is clearly reflected in
the behavior of the metric coefficients.
For the simulations of shot #20431, we choose four
flux surfaces to represent distinct regions in the plasma.
Fig. 2 shows the profiles we use for our edge simulations.
These are obtained through hyperbolic tangent fits [18]
to the data from various plasma diagnostics, averaged
over the time window t = 1.65s − 2.0s. Table I shows
our nominal input parameters, with the gradients being







Here, x represents the temperatures Te, Ti, or the particle
density n, while %tor =
√
Φ/Φedge and Φ is the toroidal
flux. For labeling the flux surfaces in this document,
we use %pol =
√
Ψ/Ψedge with the poloidal flux Ψ. All
frequencies are given in units of cs/L⊥, where cs is the ion
sound speed and L⊥ =
√
Φedge/piB0; B0 is the magnetic
field at the magnetic axis. Using this definition, which is
roughly the minor radius, we get L⊥ = 0.673m for shot
#20431, L⊥ = 0.672m and L⊥ = 0.679m for the L- and
H-mode phases of shot #22838, respectively.
In the case of shot #20431, we note that the exper-
imental uncertainties for the Ti profile are larger than
those for the Te and n profiles. This is due to the fact that
there was no edge ion temperature diagnostics available.
Thus, there are only few data points to determine the fit
we use. For the electron temperature and density, the
measurements were taken prior to an ELM, whereas for
the ion temperature there is no ELM synchronizing. The
data for shot #22838, on the other hand, included mea-
surements from a new edge CXRS diagnostic [19] which
yields a much more accurate Ti profile.
A note of caution has to be sounded regarding the va-
lidity of gyrokinetic theory as one approaches the sep-
aratrix. There, the profile scale length (usually that of
the electron temperature is the smallest) can reach val-
ues close to the ion gyroradius, which pushes the order-
ing imposed on gyrokinetic theory,  = %/L  1, to
its very limits. The ordering parameter  is particularly
large at the outboard side of each flux surface, due to
the lower magnetic field and the Shafranov shift, which
decreases the distance between neighboring flux surfaces
there. The following ’worst case’ values are obtained for
our flux surfaces:
%pol 0.5 0.93 0.96 0.98
 = %/L 0.015 0.019 0.092 0.220
In the edge flux surface, this value decreases by a factor































FIG. 2: (Color online) Temperature and density profiles for
shot #20431 at t = 1.82s. The vertical lines indicate the
positions of three of the flux surfaces we simulated. As our
focus is on the edge region, the fourth flux surface (%pol = 0.5)































FIG. 3: (Color online) Temperature and density profiles for
the L-mode phase of shot #22838.
Furthermore, in the edge one may expect neutral par-
ticles – which are not included in gyrokinetic theory – to
influence the plasma microinstabilities through collisions
with the charged particles. While the electron-neutral
collision frequency is comparable to the electron-ion col-
lision frequency, we will see that the instabilities found
in the edge are essentially collisionless. We thus assume
the influence of neutral particles on our calculations to
be small.
III. SIMULATION RESULTS
A. Outer core plasma
Before we focus on the main topic of the present paper,
namely the identity and character of the dominant linear
microinstabilities in the edge region of ASDEX Upgrade,
we would first like to investigate the situation in the outer
core plasma. The corresponding results are meant to































FIG. 4: (Color online) Temperature and density profiles for
the H-mode phase of shot #22838.
Quantity\%pol 0.50 0.93 0.96 0.98
ωTi 1.57 1.04 3.12 14.4
ωTe 1.70 2.18 10.1 33.3
ωn 0.50 0.69 1.82 17.0
Te/keV 3.11 1.26 0.97 0.45
ne/10
19m−3 5.17 3.76 3.57 2.74
Ti/Te 1.19 1.53 1.81 2.99
βe/% 1.26 0.37 0.27 0.10
νei/kHz 106 285 394 918
cs/(10
5m/s) 3.85 2.46 2.15 1.47
q 1.54 3.50 4.37 4.48
sˆ 0.70 3.42 1.44 2.14
TABLE I: Plasma parameters for four specific flux surfaces of
shot #20431.
follows later. Thus, we will be able to better describe the
differences between core and edge cases.
Indeed, for the flux surface at %pol = 0.5, we obtain the
same kind of microinstabilities which are commonly held
responsible for core transport, based on earlier simulation
work in simple sˆ − α and Miller-type geometries (see,
e.g., Ref. [1]). The corresponding growth rate and fre-
quency spectra can be found in Fig. 5. Descending from
large perpendicular space scales towards smaller ones, the
spectra show an ion temperature gradient (ITG) mode,
spanning the ky range 0.04 < ky%s < 0.9, which is imme-
diately followed by an ETG mode that persists to very
large wavenumbers around 60.
According to this finding, one may actually expect
multiscale effects to be important in respective nonlin-
ear simulations involving ITG and ETG modes at the
same time. Such phenomena have indeed been observed
recently (see, e.g., Refs. [20, 21] and references therein).
Thus, assuming that the ITG-induced heat fluxes are not
too large (i.e., the ion temperature gradient is not too
far above the linear or nonlinear threshold), contribu-














































FIG. 5: (Color online) Growth rate and frequency spectra
at %pol = 0.50. Negative frequencies (corresponding to the
electron drift direction) are indicated by ‘(-)’.
In the present case, the linear ITG threshold is found to
be ωTi,crit ≈ 0.87. This means that the nominal gradient
is about 80% above the critical one. A simple nonlinear
Gene simulation – using adiabatic electrons – for real ge-
ometry showed that the resulting ion heat fluxes are unre-
alistically large, as could be expected. The experimental
uncertainty of the ion temperature profile is not sufficient
to explain this discrepancy. However, there are other pos-
sibilities to reconcile experiment and simulation. First of
all, there are no motional Stark effect (MSE) measure-
ments available to constrain the safety factor profile in
the core of shot #20431. Gyrokinetic simulations [22]
have shown, however, that the critical gradient for adi-
abatic ETG modes is proportional to (1.33 + 1.91sˆ/q).
The dependence of the threshold on sˆ/q carries over to
ITG modes with comprehensive physics as a test with
a different equilibrium indicates. As a consequence, the
experimental error bars in the safety factor profile (with-
out MSE) allow for variations of the order of 50% in the
critical gradient. In addition to this, we do not take into
account possible E×B shearing effects which reduce the
linear growth rates of ITG modes as well as the resulting
transport. For the critical gradient of the ETG mode,
we find a value of ωTe,crit = 0.95, i.e., the experimen-
tal gradient is ∼ 80% above the linear threshold. This
causes less concern than in the ITG case, however, since
the flux-gradient relationship of ETG transport is known
to be much less stiff.
According to our findings up to this point, we are well
within the boundaries of ’conventional wisdom’, but in-
terestingly, as we proceed towards the edge, the situation
changes earlier than expected.
As our second core case, we show the results for
%pol = 0.93, which corresponds to the pedestal top. As
can be seen in Figure 6, the mode frequency exhibits a
sudden change of sign at ky%s ≈ 0.5. The lower ky modes
rotate in the electron drift direction (negative frequency),
the higher ky modes in the ion drift direction. An exami-
nation of the parallel mode structure reveals that the in-













































FIG. 6: (Color online) Growth rate and frequency spectra at
%pol = 0.93. Negative frequencies are indicated by ‘(-)’.
So far, this kind of plasma instability has been observed
(in gyrokinetic simulations) mainly for spherical tokamak
experiments, like in Ref. [24]. The study in [24] also indi-
cated that microtearing should be found even in conven-
tional tokamaks as it is only gradually stabilized when
increasing the aspect ratio. In addition, the local aspect
ratio of flux surfaces near the edge of ASDEX Upgrade
is similar (A ∼ 3) to that of the mid-radius flux sur-
faces that were examined in the spherical tokamak stud-
ies. Furthermore, a recent gyrokinetic study employing a
Miller-equilibrium approach also found microtearing un-
stable in ASDEX Upgrade H-mode conditions [23].
From a theoretical point of view, while there have
been many investigations on microtearing modes since
the 1970’s, a clear physical picture is still lacking – and
this makes it difficult to predict when microtearing modes
should be expected to be important. At present, the best
strategy is to perform comprehensive gyrokinetic simula-
tions for specific experimental cases, as presented in [24]
and is done here for ASDEX Upgrade edge conditions. A
more detailed study of the properties of these microtear-
ing modes will be presented below.
The high-wavenumber region is, as in the other core
case, dominated by an ETG mode. The critical gradients
are ωTi,crit = 0.85 and ωTe,crit = 0.82, so that the exper-
imentally determined gradients are 22% and 166% above
the critical ones for the ITG and ETG modes, respec-
tively. In Fig. 7 we show the ky spectrum as it appears
with the ion temperature gradient set to zero (we will
return to this setup in the next section), where the mi-
crotearing mode dominates up to ky = 0.65 and the ITG
mode is found to be replaced by a TEM which smoothly
transitions into an ETG mode towards smaller scales.
In shot #22838, again microtearing exists in the
pedestal top of both L- and H-mode phases, even though
in a less pronounced way than in the other discharge.
Here, when decreasing the ion temperature gradient, we
find that after only a small reduction, TEM starts to
dominate, making it difficult to find the critical gradient
for the ITG mode. If one extrapolates the growth rate






































FIG. 7: (Color online) Growth rate and frequency spectra at
%pol = 0.93, with zero ion temperature gradient. The dis-












































FIG. 8: (Color online) Growth rate and frequency spectra at
%pol = 0.77 in the L-Mode phase of shot #22838. Negative
frequencies are indicated by ’(-)’, while the black bar sepa-
rates the ITG and ETG mode frequencies, which have similar
values but a different sign.
dient is again about 50 to 80% above the linear threshold.
At higher wavenumbers we find, as before, unstable ETG
modes.
Further simulations show that in both discharges, mi-
crotearing also exists deeper in the core of the plasma,
at values of %pol of about 0.7. As an example for this, we
show the ky spectra for %pol = 0.77 of the L-Mode phase,
Fig. 8. One finds the familiar picture consisting of ITG
and ETG modes, and a microtearing mode at the largest
scales.
In summary, the outer core plasmas of the ASDEX
Upgrade discharges under investigation here exhibit the
usual types of microinstabilities, namely ITG modes,
TEMs, and ETG modes. However, in addition to that,
microtearing modes are linearly unstable in the radial re-
gion %pol ∼ 0.7 − 0.95, i.e., just inside the pedestal top.
Even at %pol = 0.5, they turn out to be only marginally
stable. Given its prevalent appearance under common
ASDEX Upgrade conditions, the microtearing instabil-
ity deserves a more detailed study which is the topic of
6the next subsection.
B. Microtearing modes in the outer core plasma
In order to better understand the nature of the mi-
crotearing modes appearing in our simulations, we now
perform variations of several plasma parameters about
their nominal values to assess their respective influence.
A similar study has been performed in [24] for conditions
as found in the MAST spherical tokamak.
For these examinations, we use the %pol = 0.93 flux
surface, taking the ion temperature gradient to be zero
in order to avoid a competition between microtearing and
ITG modes. This approximation is justified by the fact
that the microtearing mode is more or less independent
of the ion temperature gradient, as is shown in Fig. 9.
All simulations are performed using ky%s = 0.25, the
wavenumber corresponding to the largest microtearing
mode growth rate. We employ 24× 32× 32× 16 points
in the radial, parallel, v‖, and µ directions, respectively.
The radial resolution has been doubled compared to be-
fore due to the very long extension of the microtearing
mode along the field line.
Let us now turn to systematic variations of some of
the the main plasma parameters around their experimen-
tally determined values. First, according to Fig. 10, the
mode exhibits a critical electron temperature gradient of
about ωTe,crit = 1.34. The existence of such a threshold
is in line with analytical predictions [25]. The nominal
value exceeds this threshold by ∼ 63%. On the other
hand, as we have seen above, there is virtually no depen-
dence on the ion temperature gradient, and, in quasilin-
ear estimates, the mode turns out not to produce large
ion heat (and particle) fluxes. When varying the den-
sity gradient, one finds that the microtearing instability
can also be driven by this parameter. Using our nom-
inal pedestal top parameters, we indeed find a critical
density gradient (see Fig. 11), while further inside the
core we do not. There, simulations reveal that there ex-
ists a preferred value of the density gradient. In both
cases, however, when the density gradient is further in-
creased, the microtearing mode is dominated by a TEM.
Our findings support those in [26], where an existing non-
linear theory was found to agree better with experimen-
tally found transport values when the microtearing mode
was assumed to be driven both by electron temperature
gradient and density gradient.
Given its inherently electromagnetic nature, the mi-
crotearing mode is also expected to exhibit a critical
beta value. And indeed, one finds that the mode be-
comes unstable only if βe exceeds a value of about 0.2%,
see Fig. 12. The experimental value is about twice that
high. Quasilinear results regarding the different contri-
butions to the total cross-field transport induced by these
modes show that the dominant transport channel is the
magnetic electron heat transport, confirming the electro-
magnetic character of the instability. One more signature
of this mode, related to the feature just described, is the
even (odd) parity of its A‖ (φ) component with respect
to the outboard midplane position (where it generally
peaks, see Fig. 13 and, e.g., Ref. [27]).
Finally, several theoretical studies since the 1970’s (see,
e.g., Refs. [25, 28, 29]) pointed out that the presence
of collisions greatly facilitates the destabilization of mi-
crotearing modes. Thus, one generally expects that such
microinstabilities are more important in (radial regions
of) discharges with a relatively high collisionality value,
e.g., relatively close to the edge of a tokamak. In our
present case, a collisionality scan (see Fig. 14) reveals
that there indeed exists a threshold value – which is
clearly exceeded here, however. In the collisionless limit,
the growth rate of the microtearing drops substantially,
and a TEM starts to dominate. Similarly as in [24],
the mode is stabilized when going to high collisionali-
ties, but here this occurs only for collisionalities greater
than about 40cs/L⊥, which is about fifty times the ex-
perimental value.
In summary, we have confirmed several expectations
from previous analytical studies [25, 28, 29]. Further-
more, our results agree well with recent gyrokinetic sim-
ulations of spherical tokamak plasmas [24], where similar
dependencies were found. Our simulations (confirming
hints from [24]) show that microtearing modes are quite
a common appearance even in conventional tokamaks,
which implies that the well-established picture of ITG,
TE and ETG modes as main actors in tokamak micro-
turbulence has to be extended to include the microtearing
instability.
To gain a comprehensive picture and to learn whether
microtearing modes can contribute significant transport,
nonlinear simulations of this mode are also necessary. To
our knowledge, there exists no publication to date con-
taining such results. Nonlinear simulations of the mi-
crotearing instability are computationally expensive, as
a very fine radial resolution is needed, while having large
box sizes as a consequence of the low wavenumbers. In
addition, the growth rates of microtearing in ASDEX Up-
grade are quite small, resulting in long simulation times.
We are currently running first nonlinear simulations, re-
sults of which can be expected to appear in a future pub-
lication.
C. Plasma edge
Moving further out into the plasma edge, a key ques-
tion is how the microinstabilities react to the dramatic
decrease of the gradient scale lengths. In other words,
what is going to change when one is entering the steep
gradient zone where normalized gradients can be larger
by a factor of 20 or so with respect to the pedestal top
values (see Table I)? In addition to that, the magnetic
geometry is increasingly influenced by the proximity of
the separatrix. In the following, we show the results for













































FIG. 9: (Color online) Dependence of the microtearing mode















































FIG. 10: (Color online) Dependence of the microtearing mode
on the electron temperature gradient.
which represent, in #20431, the pedestal shoulder (with
intermediate gradients) and the steep gradient zone, re-
spectively. There, the ordering parameter ρ/L, which in
gyrokinetic theory is taken to be much smaller than one,
reaches values as high as 0.2 in the case of ions. Thus














































FIG. 11: (Color online) Dependence of the microtearing mode




































































FIG. 13: (Color online) Parallel mode structure of the mi-
crotearing instability. The electrostatic potential Φ shows an
odd parity, while the electromagnetic potential A‖ is of even
parity.
In line with our general expectations, the character of
the instabilities shows a significant change at the pedestal
shoulder. The low-ky part of the growth rate spectrum
is dominated by a mode with positive frequency (corre-
sponding to the ion drift direction), which would nor-
mally be classified as an ITG mode. However, an ion
temperature gradient scan reveals that the mode can ex-
ist even with zero temperature gradient (see Fig. 16),
and that its mode frequency shows a smooth transition
from positive (ion drift direction) to negative (electron
drift direction) values. The instability thus shows prop-
erties both of ITG and TE modes and is very similar
to the ’ubiquitous mode’, which has been studied before
both analytically [30] and in gyrokinetic simulations [31].
However, a recent study by Kammerer and co-workers on
so-called Exceptional Points has shown that microinsta-
bilities can be transformed into one another by smooth
variations of the plasma parameters, making a unique
labelling of instabilities impossible except in simple lim-
iting cases. It is thus no surprise that hybrid modes are
encountered in the pedestal shoulder, were a small vari-















































FIG. 14: (Color online) Dependence of the microtearing mode











































FIG. 15: (Color online) Growth rate and frequency spectra
at %pol = 0.96. Negative frequencies are indicated by ‘(-)’.
in the gradients.
In the pedestal shoulder of shot #22838, we find, both
in L- and H-mode, that ITG modes dominate the large-
scale region. Interestingly, the conditions in the pedestal
shoulder seem to inhibit microtearing, as we have not
observed them in any simulations there.
In all the aforementioned cases, at higher wavenumbers
one observes a different instability which happens to be
an ETG mode, but with a highly unusual character. This
is why we will dedicate a separate section, Sec. III D, to
this mode and some of its key properties.
First, however, we would like to present some results
for the large-scale regime of the steep gradient zone
in shot #20431, where we find an ITG-like mode that
spans a ky%s range from ∼0.01 to ∼0.08 (see Fig. 17).
It coexists with a microtearing mode that lies between
0.10 . ky%s . 0.18. In shot #22838, on the other hand,
the low-ky region in the steep gradient zone displays a
TEM-like mode (both in L- and H-mode phases) simi-
lar to the one observed in the %pol = 0.96 case of shot
#20431, but which does not depend on the ion temper-
ature gradient and still moves in the ion drift direction.
However, the importance of such large-scale modes in



















































FIG. 16: (Color online) Dependence of the low-ky mode
(%pol = 0.96) on the ion temperature gradient. The dotted
line separates the ion drift direction (upper half) from the








































FIG. 17: (Color online) Growth rate and frequency spectra
at %pol = 0.98. Negative frequencies are indicated by ‘(-)’.
ulations: As mentioned before, the gyrokinetic ordering
for ions is only marginally satisfied in the edge. In ad-
dition, the radial extension of the steep gradient zone is
only about 10%s. For ky . 0.5, the radial extension of
our simulation domain (as given by the formula in Sec-
tion II B) becomes comparable that of the steep gradient
zone. Under such conditions, the local approximation
(background plasma parameters are taken to be constant
over the simulation box) used in our code breaks down.
This issue is likely to be resolved by E × B shearing
which is particularly strong in the plasma edge and large
enough to (at least partly) decorrelate the large-scale in-
stabilities. This effect is not taken into account in our
present simulations.
D. ETG modes in the plasma edge
At %pol = 0.96, one observes a mode at high wavenum-
bers (ky%s & 0.7, see Fig. 15) with unique properties. As
this same mode plays an even more prominent role in the















































FIG. 18: (Color online) Growth rate and frequency for ky%s =
20 and variable kx,center (at %pol = 0.96); the black line sep-
arates positive from negative frequencies. The asymmetry
with respect to kx,center = 0 is only possible in flux surface
geometries that are not up-down symmetric.
unstable mode over almost the entire ky spectrum, we
will now investigate its features in more detail.
Normally, linear microinstabilities peak at kx,center =
0, which means that in the outboard midplane of the
tokamak (i.e., at the “center” of the parallel extension
of the simulation volume), the wavelength in the (radial)
x direction is zero. Since ky is always finite, this corre-
sponds to structures which are highly elongated in the
radial direction, so-called streamers.[13, 33] However, as
one moves along the field line, the angle of these stream-
ers is tilted away from the radial direction by magnetic
shear. In the present case, however, to get maximal lin-
ear growth rates, one has to choose a finite kx,center value
(Fig. 18), which means that the streamers are tilted on
the outboard side, not horizontal. Further examinations
show that the mode can have streamers tilted in both
directions, which lets the electrostatic potential peak at
the top or at the bottom (i.e., near the X-points) of the
plasma, depending on the sign of kx,center. Here, nega-
tive kx,center corresponds to peaking at the bottom (see
Fig. 19) and vice versa.
A complication that ensues when simulating this mode
is that the kx,center value one has to choose to find the
maximal growth rate is a function of ky, forcing one to
do two-dimensional scans in the kx − ky plane to obtain
a diagram like in Fig. 17. We circumvent this problem
by using a script which evaluates, for each ky mode, at
least three runs of Gene with different kx,center values,
then estimating the maximal growth rates and the val-
ues of kx,center to choose for the next ky. To keep the
script simple, we use only one kx mode per run (i.e., the
mode amplitude is cut off at the ends of the flux tube).
This is done because the Gene code calculates only the
largest growth rate within the simulation domain. Thus,
other kx modes that are included to extend the flux tube
in parallel direction (through the boundary condition de-
scribed in Sec. II B) might mask the growth rate of the
kx,center that one is interested in, thus confusing the al-
























FIG. 19: (Color online) Fluctuation amplitude of the electro-
static potential, mapped to the flux surface %pol = 0.98. The
plot shows one mode with ky%s = 1.0 and kx,center%s = −25.
gorithm of the script.
The restriction to one kx mode is only possible thanks
to the strongly localized parallel structure of the insta-
bility, and convergence tests have shown that there are
no qualitative changes to the results shown in Figs. 15
and 17. However, we do not show frequencies for these
modes. The reason for this can be seen in Fig. 18: At
the kx of maximum growth rate, the frequency depends
roughly linearly on kx. Thus, even when the maximum
growth rate is determined relatively accurately, the fre-
quency still has a large error bar – this is not due to
bad convergence of the simulation, but due to an insuf-
ficiently accurate determination of the kx of maximum
growth rate. The importance of the frequency that the
instability has exactly at the kx of maximal growth rate is
to be questioned, as the neighboring kx modes have sim-
ilar growth rates, but different frequencies, which will all
coexist in a nonlinear simulation.
Although the instability studied here exhibits a rather
unusual parallel mode structure (it does not peak at the
outboard side), we label this an ETG mode. This is
justified by the following properties:
• the mode exhibits a linear instability threshold of
ηe = Ln/LT ≈ 1.1− 1.25;
• the electrostatic electron heat transport is the dom-
inant transport channel;
• collisions have practically no influence on the
growth rates;
• ions can be treated adiabatically without seriously
affecting the instability.
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The surprisingly large perpendicular scales to which this
mode extends can be attributed to the steep gradients
present at the edge. In Ref. [34], it has been shown
that (within the framework of an adiabatic ion, simple
model geometry treatment) ETG modes have their low-
ky cut-off at kyρe ≈
√
Te/Ti (LTe/qR). Thus, for typical
core parameters (R/LTe ∼ 8, q ∼ 1.5), one expects this
cut-off to lie at kyρe . 0.1, while for edge parameters
(R/LTe ∼ 100, q ∼ 4), this formula predicts a cut-off at
kyρe ≈ 0.0025 or ky%s ≈ 0.15 (for a deuterium plasma).
This means that an ETG mode may extend down to the
typical ITG/TEM scales in the steep gradient edge re-
gion. This is exactly what is observed in the present
case.
The transport generated by this edge-ETG mode
shows another interesting characteristic. The instability
can produce both outward and inward particle transport,
depending on the value of ηi. For ηi . 1, the parti-
cle transport points outward, while for ηi & 1 there is
inward transport (a “particle pinch”). Note that this re-
versal is brought about by varying a gradient which is
not the primary drive of the instability. This behavior
is also found with TEMs, and may lead to the following
mechanism. Consider a situation where ηi < 1, i.e., the
normalized ion temperature gradient is smaller than the
normalized density gradient. The instability then gener-
ates outward particle flux. This flattens the density pro-
file, which in turn increases ηi. This continues until the
point is reached when the instability starts to generate a
particle pinch. The inverse scenario applies when starting
from ηi > 1. This leads us to conclude that in situations
where this edge-ETG mode is the dominant source of
anomalous particle transport, the ratio between density
and ion temperature gradient, ηi, can be expected to be
found close to the value where the particle flux, generated
by this mode, changes from outward to inward. This is
consistent with experiments, where ηi in the steep gradi-
ent zone is typically between 0.6 and 1.2 [35].
By another mechanism, this mode is also capable of
setting the ratio between the electron temperature gra-
dient and the density gradient. When starting at a very
large value of ηe, there is a large amount of electron heat
transport, which acts to reduce the temperature gradi-
ent. This reduces ηe – which in turn reduces the tur-
bulent electron heat transport – until a steady state is
reached. On the other hand, for low ηe values, when
the mode is still linearly stable, the electron temperature
gradient is allowed to grow (due to missing transport) un-
til the mode becomes unstable again. Depending on the
“stiffness factor” (i.e., on the slope of the flux-gradient
relationship just above the linear threshold), which may
be expected to be moderate for edge-ETG modes, the
experimentally observed ηe may then be expected to ex-
ceed the threshold value by a reasonable amount. The
measured values in ASDEX Upgrade edge plasmas are
in the range ηe ∼ 2, i.e., about a factor of 1.6 above the
threshold. Thus, by the mechanisms just explained, the
edge-ETG mode may be able to determine the ratios of
temperature and density gradients (ηi ∼ 1, ηe ∼ 2) in the
tokamak edge whenever it becomes the dominant channel
of anomalous particle and electron heat flux.
The same kind of edge-ETG instability is present both
in the L- and H-mode phases of shot #22838. Here, we
find that the growth rate increases as the experiment en-
ters deeper into the H-mode regime. This is due to the
increase of ηe, which lies around 2.0 in a “deep H-mode”
case, but only around 1.35 in our L-mode situation, the
latter being very close to the critical value. It is reason-
able to assume that this trend will carry over to nonlinear
simulations, but on the other hand, the influence of E×B
shear (which also increases when entering deeper into the
H-mode regime) on the edge-ETG mode has not yet been
determined and may reverse this tendency.
IV. SUMMARY
In this paper, we have presented comprehensive linear
gyrokinetic simulations of ASDEX Upgrade edge plas-
mas based on realistic MHD equilibria. In this context,
it turned out that the common list of microinstabilities
(mentioned in the introduction) as the main agents of
anomalous transport in tokamaks is incomplete.
We have examined three scenarios, ranging from an L-
Mode (although close to the L-H transition) to a deep
H-mode discharge. All over this rather broad range of
experimental conditions, we found that the outer core
region of these plasmas is susceptible to a microtearing
instability which might enhance the electron heat flux in
that region.
Furthermore, the steep gradients and highly shaped
geometry in the plasma edge region lead to an ETG-like
instability that exists down to very low wavenumbers and
tends to peak near the X-point(s). It possesses properties
which may explain the ratios of the density and temper-
ature gradient scale lengths (ηe ≈ 2, ηi ≈ 1) that have
been consistently found in various experiments over the
last decade.
To fortify the results we have shown, especially those
regarding the transport properties in the steep gradient-
region of tokamaks, nonlinear simulations will be essen-
tial, accompanied by further comparisons with experi-
mentally measured heat and particle fluxes. In addition,
the interplay between increasing E×B shear and increas-
ing growth rates (when entering deeper into the H-mode
regime) needs to be assessed, as well as the influence of
E × B shear on the larger-scale instabilities we found in
the edge. These tasks are left for future work.
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